PROGRAMME

THURSDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY

DIAMOND AUDITORIUM
CSIR International Convention Centre
Meiring Naude Road
Pretoria 0001

17.30  Registration, refreshments and networking

18.30  Welcome and introduction
       Dr Graham Howarth, Head of Medical Services – Southern Africa, Medical Protection

18.45  More Than Defence: Experience Matters
       Simon Kayll, Chief Executive, Medical Protection Society

19.00  A Letter to my Doctor
       Professor Jonathan Jansen, Author, Thought Leader and Education Specialist

20.00  Keeping doctors and dentists safe: The shared responsibility to prevent burnout among the profession
       Dr Pallavi Bradshaw, Medicolegal Consultant and Education Lead, Medical Protection

20.30  Break

20.50  Power outages: A healthcare practitioners’ perspective
       Dr Tony Behrman, Medical Business Consultant, Medical Protection

21.20  Culpable homicide: Is the Sword of Damocles hanging over our head?
       Dr Izak Loftus, Forensic Pathologist

21.50  Closing Remarks
       Dr Alasdair McKelvie, Head of Dental Services - Southern Africa, Dental Protection

22.00  Close